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1833 (July 26): British Parliament emancipates all slaves.
1833 (July 29): William Wilberforce dies.
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1860: Lincoln elected president of the United States.
1861: US Civil War begins; Nightingale advises army hospital.
1862 (July 16): Ida B. Wells born.
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ment in Germany.
1939: Bonhoeffer returns to Germany and joins conspiracy.
1939–45: World War II.
1940: Nazis construct concentration camp at Auschwitz.
1941: Germany begins implementation of “Final Solution.”
1943: Bonhoeffer arrested.
1944 (May): Wiesel family deported to Auschwitz; several killed.
1945 (Feb.): Wiesel and Bonhoeffer at Buchenwald concentration camp.
1945 (Apr. 9): Dietrich Bonhoeffer hanged.
1945 (Apr. 30): Hitler commits suicide.
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1946 (Sept. 10): Mother Teresa called to serve poorest of the poor.
1946 (Nov. 1): Wojtyla ordained.
1947 (Aug. 15): Indian independence and birth of Pakistan.
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INTRODUCTION
The Study of Moral Leadership

In early January 1920, twelve men sat in jail, condemned to die. A few
months before, they and other poor black tenant farmers from Elaine,
Arkansas, had met at a local church to organize against the outrageously
low prices for cotton the white owners of their land insisted upon. The
farmers posted armed guards outside for fear of retaliation. As they assembled that night, there was a rapid burst of gunshots. No one knows
who fired first, but a local white man lay dead in the aftermath.
The horrific backlash arrived the next day. In one of the bloodier events
in US history, gangs of furious whites, stoked by false rumors of unprovoked murder and an impending black uprising, burned the church to the
ground, confiscated property, and attacked, beat, arrested, and murdered
scores of people. In the aftermath, dozens of sharecroppers faced time in
prison. A jury sentenced twelve of them—accused of murder despite scant
evidence—to die in the electric chair after only six minutes of deliberation.
Soon, word reached Ida B. Wells-Barnett, the famous journalist and
activist who had spent decades investigating injustices like these in the
racist Jim Crow South. She traveled to Arkansas and snuck into the jail
where the men were held. For two hours, she recorded their testimony.
Then she stood up and spoke:
I have been listening to you for nearly two hours. You have talked and sung
and prayed about dying, and forgiving your enemies, and of feeling sure you
1
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are going to be received in the New Jerusalem. . . . But why don’t you pray to
live and ask to be freed? Let all your songs and prayers hereafter be songs of
faith and hope that God will set you free. Quit talking about dying; if you
believe your God is all powerful, believe he is powerful enough to open these
prison doors, and say so. . . . Pray to live and believe you are going to get out.1

In the wake of her visit, Wells-Barnett published a pamphlet, The Ar
kansas Race Riot, detailing the outrage. Lawyers from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), which she
had helped found, took up the cause. Those twelve men had been certain
they were going to die until Wells-Barnett told them to pray to God that
they might live. They did their part, and Wells-Barnett did hers. By 1925
every one of them had been freed.
MORAL LEADERSHIP FOR A DIVIDED AGE

Stories like this are unforgettable, and their leading characters stay in our
minds long after the details have faded. Of all the billions of people who
have lived on our planet, there are certain individuals we cannot forget.
A certain quality about them grasps us, enthralls us, and refuses to let us
go. This is a book about those individuals. It is a book about great moral
leaders—people who did not just accrue fantastic wealth, power, or fame
but in some way left the world a better place. We measure their impact
not by military victories or economic advances, technological leaps or
sprawling empires, but by whether they left a more just and moral society.
They are not just historical figures of note but great leaders who offer
moral insight to us today.
There are no angels in this book, nor are there demons. There are only
human beings—gifted human beings, unforgettable human beings, perhaps
even great, saintly human beings, but human beings nonetheless. The leaders in this book are controversial. Many were at the center of controversy
during their lives and came to be loved only in the years after their deaths.
Others were admired in the moment, but revelations since have exposed
their failings. As you read further, you should ask whether it is possible
to be a moral leader without attracting controversy.
1. Emilie Townes, Womanist Justice, Womanist Hope (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993), 198.
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You will also be forced to discern your own level of admiration for
certain leaders. Our society today veers wildly between extremes in its
treatment of famous figures. At times, we deny the fallibility of our heroes
in order to protect their reputations. In other cases, we quickly cross names
off our list of exemplary individuals when we stumble across any failing
at all. In this volume, we hope to stand astride that gulf. We have made
certain decisions about whom to include. You will have to make some too.
You may come to believe that some of these leaders have no place in this
book, and others were unconscionably excluded. That is okay. The point
of this book is not to insist on a single authoritative list of moral leaders.
Our hope, instead, is that this book deepens your understanding of moral
leadership and strengthens your ability to discern it.
The moral leaders you will encounter in these pages are just a small
sample of those that have graced human history. One of us (Gushee) has
for more than twenty years taught a course on models of moral leadership at Union University in Tennessee and Mercer University in Georgia.
The leaders included in that course syllabus form the core of this book.
The core group included here has proven to be a solid foundation for a
semester-long study of moral leadership. Nevertheless, the roster of leaders
included is imperfect and too short. It is our hope that this text will be the
beginning of a longer conversation about moral leadership.
Both authors of this book are Christians, but this book does not include
only Christians, nor is it intended only for Christian readers. Both of us
are captivated by the question of how to live a life of meaning—a question that we answer, in part, through following Jesus Christ. Our shared
faith does influence the approach we take in this book. For instance, our
conviction that human beings are created in the image of God, and yet
none are without sin, forces us to consider both the strengths and weaknesses of people with equal seriousness.
Moral leadership is fascinating precisely because it is not the exclusive province of any one religion or, indeed, of religion at all. There is
something in the human spirit that simply cannot help but gravitate to
people who have led lives of great moral purpose. Moral leaders can serve
as a bridge across the tribal chasms that divide us today. They can also
provide a center of gravity, reminding us of what transcendent morality looks like at a time when ethical relativism and anything-goes culture prevail. Our shared admiration for moral leaders can be the starting
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point of respectful dialogues between Protestants and Catholics, Muslims
and Jews, Christians and Hindus, believers and secular humanists, and
everyone in between.
WHAT IS LEADERSHIP?

What is moral leadership? A good starting point is to say that moral leadership is a species of leadership. Leadership is a topic of great fascination
today—perhaps because true leaders seem so absent. Ask people to define
leadership and you will get a dozen different answers, news about a university’s new leadership center, the business card of a leadership coach
for corporate executives, and directions to an aisle in a bookstore full of
books promising the secrets to success.
Toni C. King and S. Alease Ferguson, in Black Womanist Leadership,
define leadership as “the desire, ability and efforts to influence the world
around us, based upon an ethic of care for self and other and fueled by a
vision that one sustains over time.”2 They rightly call attention to character
and action and emphasize that leadership includes a vision, or goal. A
famous definition of leadership comes from historian James MacGregor
Burns: “Leadership over other human beings is exercised when persons
with certain motives and purposes mobilize, in competition or conflict
with others, institutional, political, psychological, and other resources so
as to arouse, engage, and satisfy the motives of followers.”3 MacGregor’s
definition fails to emphasize a shared goal, and some have challenged his
hierarchical assumption of “leadership over” others.
Where does that leave us? All human beings exist in community, so
leaders must have followers. Leadership is exercised over time, so it must
have a purpose and direction. In short, leaders unite followers around a
common goal. Leadership requires all three elements: a leader, followers,
and a goal.
Following has a bad reputation. But imagine trying to give an inspirational speech to a room full of people buried in their smartphones, or
2. Toni C. King and S. Alease Ferguson, eds., Black Womanist Leadership: Tracing the
Motherline (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2011), 11.
3. James MacGregor Burns, Leadership (New York: Harper & Row, 1978), 18; quoted in
Garry Wills, Certain Trumpets: The Nature of Leadership (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1994), 19.
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walking into an auto show selling the merits of bicycling to work. You
need leaders ready to lead—but also people willing to hear and follow a
particular leader, with particular gifts, in a particular moment. As Garry
Wills puts it, “A corrupt people is not responsive to virtuous leadership.”4
A leader who tells the audience only what they wish to hear is a follower
in disguise. But there is nothing admirable about despots who demand
absolute obedience from unthinking, unquestioning followers. That way
leads to horror and evil.
Toni C. King, articulating a concept of communal leadership, talks
about “drawing on each member’s gifts and also helping each member
grow in ways that benefit both the individual and the group.”5 True followership is not passive but an active process of growing and sharing with
the leader and the group. Think of Jesus calling people to follow him,
and those followers becoming friends, conversation partners, and leaders.
Someone who charts a solitary course may be a genius, a prophet, even a
visionary—but not a leader. So throughout this book, we will be looking
at whom these leaders mobilized, what kind of movements they created,
and why they were effective when others were not.
Another element of leadership is a goal. The goal unites and binds
leaders and followers. “The followers do not submit to the person of the
leader,” Wills says. “They join him or her in pursuit of the goal.”6 The goal
creates the active, reciprocal relationship between leaders and followers
described above. “The leader does not just vaguely affect others,” Wills
writes, “he or she takes others toward the object of their joint quest.”7 In
other words, leaders don’t just amass followers; they point in a certain
direction. We will consider a goal an essential aspect of leadership and
will ask in the ensuing chapters about the leader’s role in defining it.
This virtuous cycle between leaders, followers, and goals explains why
different types of leaders emerge in different contexts. We attempted to
include in this book a wide range of leaders who differ in their contexts,
approaches, gifts, and goals in order to demonstrate just how narrow our
preconceptions about leadership often are.
4. Wills, Certain Trumpets, 15.
5. Toni C. King, “Don’t Waste Your Breath,” in King and Ferguson, Black Womanist Leader
ship, 94.
6. Wills, Certain Trumpets, 17 (emphasis original).
7. Wills, Certain Trumpets, 19.
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You may have noticed we moved quickly past leaders themselves. What
defines leaders? What are their characteristics? The best way to tackle these
questions is not by compiling lists of qualities but by studying the lives of
actual leaders. We are not seeking people who match a definition. We are
drawing a definition out of the imperfect lives of real people. So as you
read through this book, keep asking yourself, What made this person a
leader? You might come up with your own definition by the time you have
turned the last page.
“Wait,” you might be saying. “If we start with leaders and then draw
out a definition . . . how do we identify a great leader worth studying?”
The difficult answer is that we know leaders when we see them. We intuit
that we are in the presence of one who leads and leads well. We can observe
the greatness of someone’s life, measure the enormity of her impact, or
appreciate her unique contribution to society. And yet, leadership is all
these things and more. It is tempting to disregard or downplay this intuition, or layer over it with definitions and detailed criteria. But the fact
that true leadership elicits a deep response is significant.
It is important to note, though, that leaders can lead in the wrong direction. Leaders unite people around a shared purpose, but that purpose
may be destructive, offensive, and terrifying—just as it could be creative,
liberating, and inspiring. The assumption that all leadership is a social
good, absent any conversation about its direction and tenor, is at the
root of many contemporary problems. So if we are seeking moral leaders
specifically, we must look for clues beyond a leader’s power, fame, wealth,
or pivotal role in history. Instead, we must seek out those who give us an
intuitive sense that we are witnessing moral impact, moral character, or
moral purpose.
First, we notice moral impact—people who invested their lives in serving
humanity, and/or a group of people, on behalf of a transcendent moral
cause, often overcoming tremendous opposition and difficulty in doing so.
Second, we observe moral character. A moral leader is also someone whose
character is rooted so profoundly in such virtues as compassion, justice,
and courage that we cannot help but admire the way he engages with the
world, beyond questions of impact. Third, we sense moral purpose. Some
moral leaders forever alter our moral map, applying old and universal
values to a particular situation to transform our notion of what—and
who—matters.
David P. Gushee and Colin Holtz, Moral Leadership for a Divided Age
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Yet it is obvious these clues are only a starting point. How can we define a moral leader only by what she did, instead of including her legacy
and impact? Is there not a difference between moral exemplars and moral
leaders who manage to guide others despite personal failings? Does valuing prophetic leaders not neglect those who do the hard work of solving
problems? Sensing leadership is easier than defining it because leaders are
more than the sum of their qualities.
Moral leadership may be difficult to define, but it leaves hints as it
works in history. We can investigate the clues that usually accompany great
moral leadership, but we must do so with humility and self-awareness. We
all have a specific context, with a unique perspective but corresponding
biases, that makes it too easy to miss whispers of greatness. Yet if we are
willing to look closely, we can spy telltale signs. Something stirs us toward
love, compassion, justice, or humility when we encounter certain people’s
legacies. We sense, deep in our bones, that a fleeting greatness existed in
that person. More importantly, we suspect that we can learn something
about our own existence by studying their stories.
WHY STUDY MORAL LEADERSHIP?

The world is a better place because of the lives of the leaders we will encounter in this book. But past is past, right? Why spend time on the ghosts
of history? After all, their struggles took place long before the emergence
of many of the thorny moral dilemmas we face today. But the real question
we should be asking is, How can we not study moral leaders? There is
something about these individuals that captivates us and inspires us. They
stubbornly resist our historical amnesia or lazy forgetfulness. Beyond this,
we can identify five reasons to study great moral leaders.
Moral Leadership Continues a Long Tradition

As long as there have been human beings, we have sought “great
souls”—people of “preeminent attainment characterized by one or more
character qualities of greatness.”8 Every faith tradition remembers its
great leaders and studies their lives. In our own tradition, we note that
the Jewish people preserved in the Hebrew Scriptures the stories of great
8. David Aikman, Great Souls: Six Who Changed the Century (Dallas: Word, 1998), xii.
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women and men. Soon after the resurrection of Jesus, followers of the
Way began sharing and studying Jesus’s life as an example for their own.
The letters of Paul implore listeners to imitate him as he imitates Christ.
In the centuries since, Christians have sought inspiration in the lives of
holy men and women, in some traditions elevating them to the status of
saint. There is a long Christian tradition that recognizes that virtue is not
taught but caught—and caught not by precept but by example.
Despite “massive interest in what holiness looks like and sounds like in
a person’s life,” Michael Plekon writes, “there is a crisis of holiness in our
time.”9 We don’t really know anymore what confirms someone as a saint,
or saintly. We don’t know whether that status is the exclusive province of a
church or whether it bears some universal significance. What we do know,
whether we are willing to admit it or not, is that “we need heroes, people
who can inspire us, help shape us morally, spur us on to purposeful action.”10
Great moral leaders can “become a source of moral encouragement to us,
arouse us and stir us, move us to do things when we might otherwise not
be provoked, and they have the will to act in pursuit of purposes we have
come to regard as important.”11 It is a tragedy to see the study of history
as merely names and dates and not the exploration of people’s lives.
Moral Leadership Connects Us with History

Os Guinness writes, “Biography should be a staple in the diet of both
disciples and citizens, for great lives do more than teach. They stir, challenge, rebuke, amuse, and inspire at levels of which we are hardly aware.”12
In the whirl of modern life, yesterday can seem an eternity away. The frenetic pace of our lives distorts our understanding of what is important. We
focus too much on the ephemeral and fleeting, the latest tweet or Facebook
post or the newest trend. We read the prognostications of analysts and
economists but ignore the wisdom of historians.
This ahistorical tendency has severe repercussions. When we neglect the
trajectory and arc of human societies, we become impatient with the pace
9. Michael Plekon, Hidden Holiness (Notre Dame, IN: Notre Dame University Press, 2009),
1–3.
10. Robert Coles, Lives of Moral Leadership (New York: Random House, 2000), xi.
11. Coles, Lives of Moral Leadership, xiv.
12. Os Guinness, Character Counts: Leadership Qualities in Washington, Wilberforce, Lin
coln, and Solzhenitsyn (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1999), 22.
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of change. Or we stubbornly oppose change altogether—assuming that
the world has always been this way or that we have reached the pinnacle of
human culture. We focus on the urgent over the important and remember
haphazardly: emphasizing the wrong things, recalling grievances too well,
and forgetting compassion too easily. Just as the first Christians shared the
good news of an event that had taken place, we today are called to carry
forward life-changing memories. You cannot pluck a moral leader out of
history without losing all sense of his morality and his leadership. When
we study moral leaders, we are studying history.
Moral Leadership Is a Better Way to Learn and Teach Ethics

Ethics can sometimes put too much priority on formulating rigid guidelines or evaluating the right course of action in increasingly detailed situations. Rules offer clarity and forcefulness—ask any parent. But any parent
could also tell you we tuck kids in with bedtime stories, not bedtime lists
of moral principles. For the same reason, there has long been a current in
ethics that emphasizes character, virtue, and narrative. Here, ethics is more
akin to a potter shaping a bowl than an engineer writing an instruction
manual. What matters is moral formation, the essence of someone’s life,
and the stamp we leave on others.
King and Ferguson, reflecting on the leadership example of their mothers, say that “through them we imbibed will, gumption, courage, bravery,
intestinal fortitude, striving, and an attitude of ‘overcoming.’”13 In the last
century, this lived experience has garnered renewed academic attention.
Stanley Hauerwas, for example, built on the Greek tradition that evaluates
ethics in terms of personal formation. This approach is sometimes called
virtue ethics or narrative ethics. For James McClendon, we learn ethics
best by engaging human lives in all their beauty, complexity, and texture.
In contrast to the clean lines of principlist ethics, ethics-as-biography
makes a positive out of the messiness and conflict that nevertheless produce moral lives.
Studying moral leaders fits soundly within a tradition of moral intuitionism and character ethics. We grow not by memorizing principles but
by hearing stories. We imagine ourselves in circumstances and ask how
we would respond. We examine stories that have been handed down to
13. King and Ferguson, Black Womanist Leadership, xii.
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us, such as those in the Bible, and ask how those stories play out in our
lives. It is absolutely a way of learning and teaching ethics—perhaps even a
better way, at least when compared to the kind of decisionist, quandary, or
principlist ethics that have prevailed in the West since the Enlightenment.
Moral Leadership Is Valuable in an Interfaith World

An increasingly pluralistic world leaves people fleeing to extremes.
Many become defensive and tribal, focusing on their own culture and
making it the gold standard against which to judge others. Others want to
respect everyone but struggle to root their ethics on firm ground. Studying
moral leaders can be a first step toward clarity and consensus. Great moral
leaders can transcend faith traditions. David Aikman believes that there
are “qualities of virtue found in the human race that transcend” different
contexts.14 Plekon tests his studies of holiness in an interfaith, intercultural
student context at Baruch College of the City University of New York.
Great moral leaders can also serve as a bridge between faith traditions.
Christians who read Malala Yousafzai’s story may see a different side
of Islam from that presented in breathless and divisive news coverage.
A Buddhist in Southeast Asia might recognize virtue in the Christian,
nonviolent protest of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. A Protestant and a
Catholic might find different reasons to admire Pope John Paul II but be
united in that admiration.
In a sense, we know that a moral leader is truly great when people from
countless different backgrounds can equally sense holiness in that individual. Studying moral leaders can help deepen us in our own faith even as
we grow respectful of others. The world is growing more integrated, not
less. Ethics must offer a way to approach interfaith dilemmas, or it will
lack real-world application. Studying moral leadership is a way forward
in a world where earnest people of faith have no choice but to speak to
each other, not just about each other.
Moral Leadership Is a Light in a Moral Wilderness

At one pole of moral culture today lies extreme defensiveness and angry
condemnation of the new or different. At the other is a casual anything14. Aikman, Great Souls, xi.
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goes relativism that diminishes the very idea of morality or tradition. Yet
on a level below the surface culture wars, there is hidden agreement on
transcendent, uniting ethical values. Courage, compassion, truthfulness—
we all hold these values dear. We disagree only about how to express them
in everyday life. The study of moral leaders can force us to recognize the
decency of those we disagree with. You will encounter in this book at least
one moral leader who holds some beliefs you find to be utterly misguided.
You will also, we hope, recognize a great moral leader nevertheless. In
this experience, we deepen our own convictions and our respect for those
who disagree with us.
Similarly, the study of moral leadership helps us avoid the false idols
of fame and celebrity. We live in an atmosphere that confuses celebrity
with character and where vicious attacks sully the very idea of character as a moral good. When people prefer power to purpose, image to
character, and accusation to confession, something more is being lost
than mere decorum or politeness. Some people reach high leadership
positions even though—or because?—their celebrity far outweighs their
character. Others become famous based on the ability to attract our
attention with constant controversy. Achieving fame is not the same as
being morally admirable. That celebrity matters more than greatness
is worrisome. Worse still is the suspicion that we can no longer tell the
difference.
Studying moral leadership does more than expose us to stories that
inspire, guide, and form us. It trains us in a way of thinking. It asks us to
see nuance, embrace complexity, and respect the decency of people who,
like all of us, are not without sin, and yet whom we cannot help but admire
on some ineffable, perhaps transcendent grounds. With this in mind, we
can close this introduction by looking at how to study the life of a great
moral leader.
HOW DO WE STUDY MORAL LEADERS?

To get the most out of the experience of studying moral leaders, it helps
to follow a certain approach. After teaching classes on great moral leaders
for the last twenty years, one of us (Gushee) has developed a ten-point
method. The goal is to go beyond superficial awe and to instead respectfully—but critically—engage a leader’s life.
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1. Examine historical context closely. Do the times make the leader,
or does the leader make the times? In some cases, perilous times
forced people to grow into the leaders they eventually became. In
others, we recall leaders precisely because they found themselves in
times when they were desperately needed. How did historical circumstances shape the leader, and how did the leader change history?
2. Study a leader’s personal background. Early experiences shape great
moral leaders just as much as any of us. Look at leaders’ families
and childhoods. Consider how leaders’ social and economic class
shaped their lives. Take the time to explore what each leader believed,
how he practiced that faith, and whether it was central to what that
person accomplished. Ask where they felt suffering, loss, dislocation,
sorrow, prejudice—or happiness, empowerment, love, and joy. How
did those experiences shape the leader’s life?
3. Look at vocation. How did a leader know she was meant to follow
a particular path? When did she discover her calling, and how? Did
the leader experience a sudden call, or did it emerge gradually? Was
it a matter of head or heart? We want to discern the origin of vocation and get a feel for its pace and timing. To what extent is moral
leadership a function of simply exercising one’s own talents, and to
what extent does it seem divinely ordained?
4. Explore professional trajectory. Vocation and career are not the
same thing. Abraham Lincoln eventually became a lawyer, but that
is hardly the first thing about him that springs to mind. Pay attention
to the institutions, roles, and responsibilities of leaders’ professional
lives. What opportunities did each leader seize—and which ones did
he create?
5. Consider character qualities. Consider virtues and vices, strengths
and weaknesses. Ponder religious convictions and religious practices—and how these changed or remained steady. Try to take in
the entirety of a life, looking for leadership gifts that unfold over
time, even as you examine stages and growth. What were each
leader’s character qualities? Were her vices overcome, tolerated, or
overshadowed?
6. Examine their family choices and intimate relationships. In some
cases, a leader’s sexual or marital relationships played a huge role in
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shaping him as a leader; in others, friendships and colleagues formed
him. Remember that we are encountering real human beings who
dealt with all the impulses and burdens that any of us encounter.
How did the burden of moral leadership affect his family and personal relationships?
7. Look at social relationships and communal affiliations. Even great
leaders rarely act alone. Pay attention to social relationships and
someone’s community. Did this person build a high-performing team
or a chaotic coalition, or stride ahead as a lone ranger? Did she leave
behind institutions or a solitary legacy?
8. Consider criticism, conflict, and failure. Humans make mistakes.
How did a particular leader handle disappointment? What mistakes
were made? As we will see, these questions underlie much of the
controversy over some leaders’ legacies. Ask yourself whether moral
leaders must be moral in every area. How deeply flawed can you be
before you are no longer perceived as a moral leader?
9. Practice respectful engagement. We are far too comfortable classifying people as either angels or demons. In a society where hypercritique passes for normal, we discount the notion of moral greatness
altogether. Or we fiercely protect our heroes and blindly defend them
against all accusations. Neither practice helps us to learn and grow.
Respectful engagement instead demands that we look with critical
eyes but an open heart. It helps your authors to remember that Peter,
the rock on which Jesus Christ built his church, was the same Peter
who denied him. How does each life help you respectfully acknowledge failures and bravely encounter uncomfortable ideas?
10. Make the personal turn. At the end of the day, we are not studying
great moral leaders for entertainment. We do so to learn something—
to be formed, and reformed—through the engagement of someone’s
life. That is why how we study is as important as whom we study.
The Talmud says, “He who saves one life, saves the whole world.” When
we study the lives of moral leaders, we are constantly reflecting anew on
that truth. Studying moral leadership is not merely consuming biography
but learning ethics. We are holding up a mirror to ourselves and to our
world. We stand with one foot in the life of the person we study and one
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foot in our own, asking, What would I have done in that circumstance?
What would this leader do in my world today? We ask what God is calling
us to do with our lives—and look for answers in the stories of those brave
enough to follow their call. As we soak up the stories of these astonishing
lives, we find ourselves at turns inspired, surprised, uncomfortable, and
hopeful. We see human beings who somehow transcended their time, and
we allow them to shape us in ours. The lives of great moral leaders do not
remain in the past. They interrogate the present.
FOR FURTHER READING
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TIME LINE
1759 (Aug. 24): Born in Hull, Yorkshire, England, to wealthy merchant

family.
1769: Father dies; sent to live with evangelical aunt and uncle in Wim-

bolton (Wimbledon), near London.
1771: Returns to Hull.
1772: Slavery essentially abolished within England, permitted only in

colonies.
1776: Goes to St. John’s College of Cambridge University (BA 1781, MA

1788). Americans declare independence.
1780: Elected to House of Commons from Hull; held a seat until 1825.
1781: Slave ship Zong massacre.
1783: Visits pre-Revolutionary France.
1784–86: Converts to evangelical Christianity.
1787: Founds Society for the Suppression of Vice; first meeting with abo-

litionist Thomas Clarkson.
1788: Seriously ill with ulcerative colitis.
1789: Gives first speech in Parliament calling for abolition of slave trade.

French Revolution breaks out.
1791: First major slave revolt, against French, in Santo Domingo (later

Haiti).
1793: King Louis XVI executed in France. England and France go to war.
1797: Publication of A Practical View. Marries Barbara Spooner.
1799: Founding of Church Missionary Society.
1802: Founding of Christian Observer magazine.
1804: Founding of British & Foreign Bible Society.
1806: Prime Minister William Pitt dies.
1807: Parliament votes to abolish slave trade.
1811: London becomes first city with population of one million.
1813: Wilberforce and team push through missions to India as part of East

India Company charter.
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1815: Supports Corn Law, which props up corn prices. Attacked by critic

William Cobbett in print.
1820: King George III dies.
1823: Begins press for emancipation of slaves and total abolition of slavery.
1825: Retires from Parliament.
1832: Passage of Reform Act dramatically expands British electorate.
1833 (July 26): Third reading of bill for emancipation of all slaves in

British dominions.
1833 (July 29): Dies a beloved figure in England; buried at Westminster

Abbey.
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INTRODUCTION

If someone had taken a world census at the beginning of William Wilberforce’s long crusade to end slavery in the British Empire, he would have
found nearly three out of four people in the known world trapped in some
form of forced labor.1 In 2016, in contrast, less than 1 percent of the global
population suffers the same fate, according to estimates from the Global
Slavery Index.2 Our temptation is to explain such a shift by pointing to the
inevitable march of human progress. The lives of moral leaders, however,
remind us that human progress is rarely linear and never inevitable.
It is too much to give William Wilberforce sole credit for this dramatic
shift in patterns of human slavery. Indeed, it might be too much to give him
sole credit for the abolition of the slave trade and, later, slavery, within lands
under Britain’s colonial control. Yet there is something undeniably captivating about his story. Wilberforce had little personal connection to the slave
trade. He inherited great wealth and could have floated breezily through
high society or followed his father and grandfather into a career in business.
Instead, he devoted his adult life to a sometimes lonely, seemingly quixotic
effort to liberate people born on a distant continent, living an ocean away.
There was no money in it for Wilberforce and, until the end of his life,
little glory. He faced near-constant accusations of being a traitor to his
class, king, and country. These did not dissuade him. Wilberforce was not
the first to push for the abolition of slavery, nor the most single-minded,
nor the most captivating. He was, though, perhaps the most persistent
and strategic. Those qualities ultimately changed the course of the British
Empire and thus the world.
What force could transform an indifferent student and university playboy into the man we now recognize as one of the great moral leaders? Why
would a young man of means, newly ensconced in a cushy seat in Parliament, renowned more for his eloquence than courage, decide to take aim
at slavery, something so fundamental to the culture, economy, and society
of his time? Why, in other words, risk your wealth and power in pursuit
of someone else’s liberation? The answer lies within Wilberforce’s life,
in his deep faith, and in the steady influence of the people around him.
1. Stephen Tomkins, William Wilberforce: A Biography (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007),
224.
2. The Global Slavery Index 2016, “Global Findings,” 2016, https://www.globalslaveryindex
.org/findings/.
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The question itself is timeless.
If you are reading this book, chances are you share some of the same
advantages that Wilberforce enjoyed. You can read. You have a roof over
your head. You can devote time to study instead of the struggle to survive.
Ask yourself what privileges you might have in common with Wilberforce.
Will you do with them what he did?
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

By the time William Wilberforce arrived on the scene, colonial European
powers had been stretching their tentacles over the world for nearly three
hundred years, beginning in the fifteenth century with Spain and Portugal.
The “Age of Discovery” was in fact an age of conquest and cruelty. The
nations of Europe invaded lands around the world in pursuit of riches,
raw materials, and power. Everywhere they went, colonial powers claimed
a Christianizing and civilizing mission. Everywhere they went, they also
dominated, killed, and enslaved local populations.
Under the economic system of the day, a nation’s territory and holdings
determined its commercial might. The quest for such prosperity drove a
massive contest to control ever more land, resources, and people. That
contest, in turn, dulled the moral sensibilities of everyone involved. Christian beliefs were reinterpreted to give license to conquest, murder, and
oppression. Spain, Portugal, France, Holland, and others took the first
great strides. But by the mid-1700s, the British Empire included large parts
of Asia, Africa, the West Indies, and the Americas.
The slave trade was central to this empire, as it was to the colonial
dreams of other European powers. We might like to believe that the kidnapping and sale of human beings was some small underground market
on the fringes of civilized society. Instead, it was at the center of the economics and politics of the time.
For England, slavery was part of the triangular trade connecting the
island with Africa and the Americas. Merchant slavers carried arms, alcohol, cloth, pots, and beads from Britain to Africa. There they traded
these goods for human beings—people kidnapped or bought and then
forced into slavery. Enslaved peoples were loaded onto ships for transport
to the West Indies. Conditions were obscene: slaves might spend the long
Middle Passage lying on their sides, mere inches separating them, packed
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by the hundreds into a claustrophobic space with no access to toilets, minimal food, and little chance of fresh air. Disease and malnutrition claimed
countless lives. Those who found an opportunity to journey above deck
often chose suicide, leaping overboard bound together in heavy manacles,
rather than returning below to continue the torment.
Those who survived the voyage were sold upon arrival in the British
West Indies. There they produced products such as sugar, rum, and cotton. Disease, overwork, and horrific conditions killed many more of the
enslaved Africans. Slaveholders in the Americas operated on the cold logic
of the market with no regard for human lives. They found it cheaper to
purchase slaves and work them to death than to pay free people to do the
labor. Meanwhile, the slavers completed the triangular trade by carrying
products from the West Indies back to the British mainland, where they
were enjoyed with little thought for the human consequences.
Britain had been involved in the slave trade since 1562 and, by the
1780s, British traders were enslaving forty thousand Africans per year.
Stephen Tomkins, in his biography of Wilberforce, says, “Britain took
to slavery then rather like an addict getting into drugs: starting slowly,
doubtfully following the crowd, the habit growing into an indomitable
dependency.”3 By Wilberforce’s time it was hard for the average Brit to
imagine a world without slavery. Enforced bondage did feel oddly out
of place in an increasingly capitalist society that emphasized paid work,
and so it was banned on the British mainland in 1772. But wrapped in
racist and colonial convictions, slavery continued with little questioning
in Britain’s expansive imperial holdings.
The official religion of Britain, Anglicanism, was the Christianity of
the Church of England. Though Anglicanism was a Protestant denomination, its origin was not primarily theological but the result of political
wrangling when King Henry VIII broke with the Catholic Church over
his desire to divorce. In the intervening years, bloody wars and conflict
between Catholics and Protestants had left the Anglican Church clearly
Protestant but more cultural than dogmatic. Official Christianity lacked
vitality. Many clergy never occupied their parishes and, though it surprises
us today, some neither practiced nor believed the faith. The corruption of
religious life sparked countless reform movements, from the Puritans of
3. Tomkins, William Wilberforce, 77.
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the century before to the Wesleyan Methodism that so greatly determined
the shape of William Wilberforce’s life.
The Society of Friends, or Quakers, was a relatively new force made up
of people who actively questioned and opposed slavery. Quakers then and
now maintain a highly egalitarian theology centered on the belief that all
people are created in the image of God. They also had a track record of
activism on social causes that continues to this day. Quakers were often at
the forefront of the cause of abolitionism (eliminating slavery) in both Britain and the United States. Other Christians eventually came to the same
conclusion as the Quakers. Wesleyan Methodism—at this time not quite
yet the organized denomination we know today but rather a loose term
encompassing an evangelical, passionate, disciplined life of faith—ended
up having a similar impact. John Wesley, the founder and popularizer of
Methodism, came to stand in opposition to slavery.
The ugly truth, though, is that this was a fight within Christianity, not
between Christians and non-Christians. Slaveholders, traders, and their
allies were committed Christians who absolutely believed that there was
no conflict between their vocation and their Christian faith. They pointed
out that Jesus never condemned slavery and the Old Testament explicitly
endorsed it. They also twisted Scripture to argue that God particularly
willed the enslavement of people of dark skin color. It would be comforting
to be able to say that the debate over slavery pitted Christians against a
depraved secular culture. But the harsh evidence of history testifies otherwise. Throughout the period of slavery and the fight over its abolition,
people deployed resources from the Christian tradition both to attack the
abominable institution and to come to its defense.
England’s government at this time was a monarchy with an unwritten constitution. The state of English politics back then would seem to
us today to be both quite familiar and quite alien. On the one hand, the
parliamentary structure remains mostly unchanged, with a lower House
of Commons checked by an upper House of Lords. Yet back then only 4
percent of the population could vote—only men of property and means.
The electoral system was astonishingly corrupt. Buying votes was accepted
as par for the course. Since representation was by borough rather than
population, it was possible to buy certain seats by bribing as few as a dozen
voters. It was also commonplace for individuals to stand for election in
multiple districts at one time and even hand out their “spares” afterward
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if they won both. Although constitutional reforms would gradually improve the situation, Wilberforce’s Britain was not democratic by today’s
standards.
Tremendous class stratification was the norm. The old money landed
aristocrats found themselves butting heads with the new money merchants, traders, and early industrialists. The working poor scarcely entered into the conversation. There was little expectation that the government would provide education or in other ways meet the needs of the
poor. There were similarly few protections in the workplace. The popular
culture and penal system were little better. Vicious animal blood sports
remained sources of popular amusement, a holdover from medieval times.
Gambling was pervasive and would leave its mark on Wilberforce and his
family. The death penalty was in common use, even for modest crimes,
and, along with class stratification and debtors’ prisons, made the penal
system a cruel nightmare. The world Wilberforce knew was rarely moral
and often brutal.
EARLY AND PRIVATE LIFE

In 1759, Hull was a growing center of business and trade. It was a military
supply hub, a center for the fishing and whaling trades, and home to a
growing industrial base. But as a major port city on England’s northeast
shore, where the River Hull meets the Humber Estuary and the cold waters of the North Sea, Hull is just as notable for what was absent in it:
the slave trade. That business was better suited to ports on the west side
of the island with easier access to Africa and the Americas.
It was in this Hull that William Wilberforce was born on August 24,
1759. The Wilberforce family was not an ancient aristocratic pillar of
English society but part of a new class of wealthy merchants. Both his
father and grandfather had been quite successful—his grandfather had
been mayor—and left Wilberforce a considerable inheritance. He had
sufficient wealth to give him the freedom to chart his own course without
ever having to think of earning a living wage. It would not be until late
in his life that Wilberforce would feel burdened by lack of money. The
old landed gentry might have considered new-money individuals such as
Wilberforce outsiders, but he still had wealth and privilege enough to lead
in a society that excluded all but the richest from leadership positions.
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Young Wilberforce might not have known scarcity; he did, however,
experience tragedy. His father died when he was ten years old. In the
tradition of the time, William was sent to live with his uncle, also William Wilberforce, and aunt Hannah in Wimbolton (today, Wimbledon).
Wilberforce fell in love with the Wimbolton countryside. He also admired
and embraced the impassioned, evangelical Christianity of his aunt and
uncle. Wilberforce’s own immediate family, in contrast, was Anglican
only culturally. To Wilberforce’s mother, Christianity was part of the
tapestry of English life but certainly not meant to be the motivating factor in one’s life.
“Everyone” in Britain was Anglican because it was the cultural religion.
It was just considered best not to be too showy or passionate about it.
Anglican elites looked down their noses at the vulgar and enthusiastic
practices of the evangelical, Wesleyan Christianity popular among the
poor and working classes. This reformist brand of Christianity was passionate, evangelistic, and severe. It was also a favorite of Uncle William
and Aunt Hannah, and soon, ten-year-old William Wilberforce. As a young
man, he met John Newton, the slave-trading evangelist. Newton is famous
for writing the hymn “Amazing Grace” after his conversion. He would
later renounce slavery, though he managed to pen the famous hymn while
still engaging in that trade. Young William Wilberforce apparently took to
evangelical faith with sufficient passion that his mother became alarmed
and sent for him to return to Hull. After two years with his aunt and uncle,
William’s life was upended once again.
Returning to Hull was a wrenching change and another experience of
grief for the young boy. Once more, he had to adapt to a new school and a
change of locale. He also faced an immersion into a different lifestyle. His
mother seems to have set out to disinfect him of any traces of Methodist
enthusiasm. “No pious parent,” Wilberforce later wrote, “ever labored
more to impress a beloved child with sentiments of piety than [my family] did to give me a taste of the world and its diversions.”4 Even at that
young age, it seems, Wilberforce already stood with one foot in the world
and one in the church.
After a mixture of private school experiences, Wilberforce headed for
Cambridge University. He was a poor student but personally magnetic. “By
4. Garth Lean, God’s Politician (Colorado Springs: Helmers & Howard, 1987), 12.
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his talents, his wit, his kindness, his social powers, his universal acceptability, and his love of society,” Garth Lean writes, “he speedily became
the centre of attraction to all the clever and idle.”5 His room was the life
of the Cambridge social scene—a fact Wilberforce later regretted. Late
in his time at Cambridge, Wilberforce decided he would join Parliament
at the tender age of twenty-one. His wealth and name were enough to
secure a seat representing Hull. None of this was terribly exceptional
for a young, rich, male Brit. His close friend at Cambridge, William Pitt,
pursued the same course. What was unusual was Wilberforce’s motive.
He did not need money and did not care about title—the usual reasons
for seeking office in those days—and his whole life he would resist the
common practice of profiting from his position. Instead, he had a vague
but pressing desire to make a public contribution, to be useful, even in
his corrupt context.
Wilberforce seems to have always possessed a rare energy. At points he
would keep a detailed diary of how he spent his days, going as far as to
declare a half hour here or there completely wasted. It would be a mistake,
though, to simply chalk up his legacy to his work ethic. In fact, he was
often quite sick. After a frightening bout with ulcerative colitis in 1788,
Wilberforce started using small doses of opium, a habit that continued
for the rest of his life. His month-by-month accounts of the struggle to
end the slave trade often include long stretches when Wilberforce fell ill
or had to withdraw to rest. Wilberforce was not superhuman, but he was
disciplined.
Years later, after transforming into the moral crusader we know today,
Wilberforce appeared to be taking the celibate path of full devotion to the
cause. But at age thirty-eight, he met Barbara Spooner, a young woman
from an evangelical family, and they married within five weeks in 1797.
After years married to his work, William was suddenly a husband and,
before too long, a father of five. He was by all accounts a devoted father.
He faced the common tension between caring for his family and continuing his work and mission in the world. Despite his efforts, his children
developed problems of their own. In his later years, Wilberforce faced deep
financial troubles for the first time when he had to bail his eldest son (also
William) out of significant debt.
5. Lean, God’s Politician, 13.
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VOCATION

William Wilberforce entered the House of Commons in 1780. Though he
would change constituencies three times, he would hold a seat continuously until 1825. He was an unexceptional legislator at first, known mostly
for socializing and his close friendship with William Pitt, who became
prime minister in 1783 at the age of twenty-four. He possessed a social
energy and natural charm that never left him, even as he directed his gifts
toward a greater cause. Wilberforce was not physically imposing, but he
had a way with words and a speaking voice that attracted the envy of lesser
orators. He may not have taken his studies seriously at Cambridge, but it
soon became clear in Parliament that he was quick-witted, bright, blessed
with a powerful memory, and able to enrapture an audience while debating
opponents. From the beginning, he could not be bought or intimidated.
He was a person of great conviction, self-discipline, and energy—but he
lacked a cause.
One year after Wilberforce entered Parliament, the masters of the slave
ship Zong massacred 133 African slaves to recoup insurance money after
their voyage met with difficulties. This cruel example of the horrors of the
slave trade sparked public outrage. It seems not to have been the deciding
factor in Wilberforce discovering his lifelong mission, however. Instead,
between 1784 and 1786, other forces produced a great change in Wilberforce’s life. He spent those years traveling Europe, especially France, and
it is a mark of his high social class that he spent time with the soon-to-bedeposed king and queen of France. But the truly life-changing conversations took place with one of his traveling companions, Isaac Milner, his
old teacher from Wimbolton days. The long discussions with Milner, a
Wesleyan Methodist, proved transformative. During this time, Wilberforce
reencountered and converted to evangelical Methodism.
Wilberforce converted with force and intensity. His new sense of faith
was gripping but severe. It was a stern taskmaster that led him to deep remorse about his earlier sinful ways and wasted time. His self-condemnation
and dismay reached levels that worried those closest to him. He felt he
might have to withdraw entirely from politics and worldly affairs. He was
unsure that a devout Christian could rightly go to the parties and men’s
clubs frequented by legislators and to engage in the frivolity, dancing, and
gambling that made up the life of many members of Parliament.
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Pitt cautioned that withdrawal would “render your virtues and your
talents useless both to yourself and to mankind.”6 Newton was more explicit, telling Wilberforce, “The Lord has raised you up for the good of his
church and for the good of the nation.”7 In the end, Wilberforce agreed. If
he remained in politics, he might not be able to live faithfully as a Christian. But if he withdrew, he would forgo the ability to affect the world
around him.
Wilberforce chose to attempt an uneasy integration of his faith and
public life. A mature Wilberforce and most of his biographers would agree
that this odd combination of background factors was crucial. His devout
Christian faith gave rise to his unshakable moral convictions. His worldly
youth, on the other hand, had left him enough of a man of the world to be
effective in rough-and-tumble politics. The mixture allowed him to become
the parliamentary leader that he eventually became. But it also set up an
unenviable, and undoubtedly painful, lifelong struggle within his soul.
Wilberforce did not believe it was enough for someone to claim the label
of Christian, as his family once had. Christianity, he wrote, “should instead be carried into every corner of life and allowed to fill it.”8 Eventually,
he developed a deep moral vision that undergirded the rest of his time in
Parliament. His opposition to slavery was part of a broader campaign for
all kinds of moral improvements, from Christian practice and mission to
just governance and the fostering of public morals. In his personal journal,
he wrote, “God Almighty has set before me two great objects: the suppression of the slave trade and the reformation of manners.”9
In 1787, he founded the Society for the Suppression of Vice. He also
met, for the first time, the fierce Quaker abolitionist Thomas Clarkson.
Clarkson’s biography would claim that he sparked Wilberforce’s opposition to slavery, a claim contested in an equally one-sided account by
Wilberforce’s sons after his death. Regardless, a new era in Wilberforce’s
life began in 1789 when he rose in Parliament to deliver his first address
calling for the abolition of the slave trade.
That speech marks the beginning of the Wilberforce we know today—
the antislavery parliamentarian braving public ire and private disdain for
6. Lean, God’s Politician, 37.
7. Lean, God’s Politician, 39.
8. Robin Furneaux, William Wilberforce (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1974), 41.
9. Lean, God’s Politician, 47.
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decades before finally winning. The antislavery fight became a two-part,
forty-six-year struggle. Between 1789 and 1807, Wilberforce introduced
legislation almost every year to abolish the slave trade. Each time, opponents either voted it down or cleverly evaded it with calls to first address
more pressing priorities, or for more study of the topic by sluggish committees. Wilberforce diligently pushed the legislation again and again. He retained his focus even as parliamentary power shifted and his friend William
Pitt lost and regained the prime-ministership and eventually passed away.
Many of his colleagues believed, in the Earl of Abingdon’s pithily heartless phrase, “Humanity is a private feeling and not a public principle to act
upon.”10 So Wilberforce, relying on the research of allies, would carefully
counter opponents’ arguments that a ban would harm British national
security and economic prosperity. But he never let go of the moral argument. Wilberforce returned repeatedly in public speeches to the immorality
of trading in human lives.
Though he could appear a scold on matters of personal morality, on
slavery Wilberforce adopted a confessional tone. In 1789, he famously
told Parliament, “I mean not to accuse anyone but to take the shame upon
myself, in common indeed with the whole Parliament of Britain, for having
suffered this horrid trade to be carried on under their authority. We are
all guilty—we ought all to plead guilty, and not to exculpate ourselves by
throwing the blame on others.”11 He could have accused others. He could
have offered blame. He could have told them that they were not Christians—and he was. He did none of those things.
Whenever Wilberforce took on a cause, he did so with teams around
him. In particular, he worked closely with a community of like-minded
evangelical reformers called “the Saints” or the “Clapham Sect,” named
after the community where the largely wealthy group all lived after 1795.
Biographers debate the importance of the Saints to Wilberforce’s campaigns. The important takeaway, though, is that Wilberforce was no loner.
He was loyal to his friends—such as William Pitt—even when brutal
political choices made that difficult. As the primary legislative champion
of abolition, Wilberforce attracted much of the attention—and ire—of
opponents. Garth Lean declares that Wilberforce’s twenty-year campaign
10. Lean, God’s Politician, 51.
11. Lean, God’s Politician, 53.
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against the slave trade left him “one of the most hated men in England—
and one of the most beloved.”12 But he was not alone in the struggle.
Abolitionist Thomas Clarkson, for instance, tirelessly barnstormed the
country. Wilberforce worked with other abolitionists who combined deep
research with accounts of brutality in order to woo both the heads and
hearts of the British public. Former slaves such as Olaudah Equiano, whose
autobiography was published in 1789, overcame unimaginable horror to
tell their stories, fostering the moral outrage that allowed legislators such
as Wilberforce room to maneuver.
The 1790s were a momentous decade that made the cause of abolition
more difficult. The 1791 slave revolt in Santo Domingo, later Haiti, horrified slaveholding whites around the Americas. Haiti had a polarizing
effect. It entrenched slaveholder resistance to abolition while at the same
time triggering even more intense abolitionist efforts. Broader geopolitical developments also played a role in the abolition struggle. In 1789, the
French Revolution began. As it unfolded in increasingly radical fashion, it
sparked fears in Britain and other European powers. Monarchies worried
they might face their own uprisings and that their own royal heads might
soon be rolling on the ground, as had happened in France. More importantly, the French Revolution plunged Europe into decades of war—first
to put down the democratic forces in France and later to defend against
Napoleonic conquest.
War has a way of brushing aside moral causes, as Wilberforce discovered. Military needs occupied much of the attention and influence of his
friend Prime Minister William Pitt. Suddenly, Wilberforce’s consistent
criticism of the British slave trade had opponents accusing him of inciting revolution and being a wartime traitor. In the face of European wars,
Wilberforce pushed for the suspension of press freedoms and habeas corpus. Those who did not think him a subversive for his stance on slavery
thought him a tyrant for suppressing civil liberties. In the end, Wilberforce
was a reformer, not a revolutionary. Both radicals and conservatives hated
him for it.
Wilberforce persevered because, as Lean puts it, he “attached his happiness to the slaves’ cause and would never relinquish it.”13 We tend to
12. Lean, God’s Politician, 49.
13. Lean, God’s Politician, 59.
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think of solidarity as unity or agreement on goals within a certain class or
group, but in its most astonishing form solidarity reaches across divides
to find a common purpose. Wilberforce engaged in deep solidarity with
enslaved peoples and, since his suffering paled in comparison to theirs, he
found strength to continue. In 1807, he experienced the first great victory
when, after years of false starts and close calls, Parliament finally voted
to make the slave trade illegal. Years of struggle to enforce that measure
would be needed before the trade was largely abolished.
The victory did not still Wilberforce’s reforming soul. He had always
seen abolishing slavery as part of a broader campaign to transform En
gland’s culture of vice into a culture of virtue. He set out to remake
Christian faith, public morals, the structure of the government and markets, and global missions. In 1797, he published Real Christianity, his
book-length argument for a Christian faith that demands obedience and
action instead of a casual, acculturated laxity. He fought against animal
amusements and abuse and helped found what would become the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. He pushed for limits
on gambling and all that he termed sexual immorality, hedonism, and
heartlessness.
Wilberforce’s opposition to slavery was part of a vision for a British
Empire that was still powerful, hierarchical, and expansionist—but more
benevolent, Christian, and moral. He supported British colonialism in
places such as India but insisted that chartered exploitation include a
measure of genuine mission efforts. He invested time and energy in an
organization to translate and distribute Bibles overseas.
Wilberforce pushed penal reforms, limits to the death penalty, and an
end to military flogging. In his later years, he supported the passage of the
Reform Act of 1832, which dramatically expanded the British electorate.
He demanded improvements to hospitals, child working conditions, and
education for the working class. Yet people in his own time and ever since
have asked why he did not do more for the English poor.
Wilberforce was a gifted leader known for his compassion, diligence,
and incorruptibility. His memory, debating skills, and voice were spectacular. He was loyal to his friends and a great team player—socially skillful,
funny, and charming. He displayed remarkable energy despite regular and
serious illness, and was highly self-disciplined in his use of time. He maintained very strong convictions but remained open to critique. He could
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neither be bought nor intimidated. It is commendable that near the end
of his life he realized he was weakening and so supported younger leaders.
Great leaders know when to lead and when to let others lead. In his
later years, Wilberforce was no longer the primary force for the abolition
of slavery. He became less of a parliamentary tactician and more of a
moral figurehead. In 1825, after forty years as a member of Parliament,
he finally retired. Eight years later, on July 26, 1833, the House of Commons approved a bill emancipating all slaves within the British Empire.
Three days later, on July 29, William Wilberforce died. He was by then a
beloved figure and was buried in a place of honor at Westminster Abbey.
LEGACY AND CRITICISM

William Wilberforce could be a moralizing scold, and it should come as
no surprise that those being scolded were not terribly fond of him. It is
a testament to his Cambridge-born sociality and sense of humor that he
nevertheless came across as likable. The criticism from the pro-slavery
contingent, especially those representing the far reaches of the British
Empire, was self-interested and inevitable. It also became quite personal,
and Wilberforce faced personal threats. At a particularly tense moment,
after West Indian sea captains threatened his life, “one began waylaying
him in the street,” Lean reports, “and his friends pressed him to accept
an armed bodyguard.”14
Did Wilberforce stand in the way of more radical or potent reforms? Or
did his constant campaigning against the status quo risk inciting the type
of bloody revolution that occurred in France? He faced both accusations.
Some antislavery reformers criticized him for steering the movement away
from more radical reforms. For instance, Wilberforce favored a gradual
approach that began with abolishing the trade in human lives and only
then moved on to tackle the root horror of slavery itself.
Wilberforce ultimately insisted on sweeping changes to end slavery. He
was not quite so keen to make the same demands to improve the lot of the
working poor in England. He was a philanthropist and extraordinarily
generous, giving widely to charitable causes. He supported some reform
measures, such as shortening factory workdays. But as Tomkins notes,
14. Lean, God’s Politician, 60.
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“His traditional combination of patriarchical charity and support for
repressive legislation was more and more questioned. William Cobbett’s
radical journal the Political Register attacked him as the embodiment
of everything that was worst about Britain—piety and sentimentality as
masks for oppression.”15 There was more than a hint of racism in claims
that Wilberforce should have cared more for the nearby poor than the
overseas enslaved, but it is not unfair to ask why any leader is quick to see
injustice in one place and slow to identify it in another.
To the aristocrats, Wilberforce’s grand rhetoric about freedom was
inflaming mass sentiment dangerously; to the radical activists, his actions
exposed him as too conservative and aristocratic. Perhaps a crucial piece
of evidence is his consistent support for suppressing civil liberties. Even
at the time, critics noted the gap between his odes to freedom and his support for the prosecution of dissenters. We will never know whether such
stances stemmed from his personal convictions or the political necessity
of demonstrating loyalty to king and country when the monarchy felt
threatened by popular revolt. Yet the fact remains that he was a consistent
supporter of laws that repressed the press and civil freedoms even as he
fought to end slavery.
The same faith that drove uncompromising abolitionism drove uncompromising support of antiblasphemy and Sabbath laws. Wilberforce is now
universally admired for his stance against slavery, but the rest of his moral
agenda is no less controversial than it was at the time. Even in his own day,
Wilberforce had a vision of reform considered somewhere between priggish or patriarchal and outright hypocritical. He was content to suppress
the freedom of press and publication, enforce strict antiblasphemy laws,
and infringe on personal liberties in the name of moral improvement.
An approach of respectful critique would acknowledge that Wilberforce
had moral blind spots. Garth Lean insists that the fight against slavery
was “the parent stem from which all other reforms sprang.”16 Lean gives
Wilberforce ample credit as a reformist trailblazer. Other biographers,
such as Tomkins, more readily acknowledge the flaws in Wilberforce’s vision. Wilberforce himself offers a lesson in coping with criticism. Rooted
in his deep faith, he was open to critique from friend and foe alike. He
15. Tomkins, William Wilberforce, 193.
16. Lean, God’s Politician, 164.
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confessed his shared guilt in the horror of slavery before condemning those
who refused to abandon it. He could be harsh—but rarely vindictive or
vengeful. People display moral leadership in how they handle criticism,
and Wilberforce has much to teach here.
Wilberforce might also claim a legacy of changing British culture. He
certainly did provide a shock to the system of cultural Christianity within
England. “In whatever class or order of society Christianity prevails,” he
once wrote, “she sets herself to counteract the particular mode of selfishness to which that class is liable.”17 He devoted decades to making this
statement a lived truth, even if such a task by its very nature cannot be
completed. Garth Lean is prepared to go further: “Between 1780 and 1850
the English ceased to be one of the most aggressive, brutal, rowdy, outspoken, riotous, cruel and bloodthirsty nations in the world,” he argues,
“and became one of the most inhibited, polite, orderly, tender-minded,
prudish.”18 It is easy to fall prey to sweeping generalizations. Wilberforce,
for instance, did attempt to distinguish Britain’s colonial approach from
that of other European nations, but one could scarcely say he excised
brutality from the empire or that he seemed particularly aware of the
devastation from European colonialism writ large.
On the other hand, Wilberforce may get too little credit for the transformation of British governance. It is here that the influence of “the Saints”
was particularly felt. Working mainly from within Parliament and elite
circles, they turned government “from a club mainly concerned with the
interests of its Members to an assembly responsible for the public good.”19
The decades-long abolition fight provided a model of how the grassroots
(individual activists in the community) and grasstops (elected officials and
policy makers) might work together on social change campaigns. He also
built institutions with lasting impact. Many of them are still around or
are the ancestors of organizations we know today—including the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, the Bible Society, and
Anti-Slavery International.
Today, Wilberforce is most popular with center-right white evangelicals
in the United States. Most of the biographies and movies about Wilberforce today flow out of that part of the Christian world. He was what
17. Lean, God’s Politician, 138.
18. Lean, God’s Politician, 91.
19. Lean, God’s Politician, 131.
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many evangelicals today wish to be: good, evangelical Christian reformers within a corrupt, nominally Christian culture. On the flip side, many
who lean more to the progressive side believe Wilberforce’s scolding and
heavy-handed approach to personal morality hurt his legacy. Just as white
American evangelicals might do well to consider Wilberforce’s flaws, it
would be a tragedy if others wrote him off as a moral leader merely because their foes adore him.
It helps that the weight of history tips the scales in favor of an impressive
legacy. Sir James Mackintosh says, “We are apt perpetually to express our
wonder that so much exertion should be necessary to suppress flagrant
injustice. The more just reflection will be that a short period of the short
life of one man is, when well and wisely directed, sufficient to remedy the
miseries of millions for ages.”20 The verdict of his peers is found in this
extraordinary epitaph, which remains inscribed on his statue in Westminster Abbey:
To the memory of
William Wilberforce
(born in Hull, August 24th 1759, died in London, July 29th 1833);
for nearly half a century a member of the House of Commons,
and, for six parliaments during that period,
one of the two representatives for Yorkshire.
In an age and country fertile in great and good men,
he was among the foremost of those who fixed the character of
their times;
because to high and various talents,
to warm benevolence, and to universal candour,
he added the abiding eloquence of a Christian life.
Eminent as he was in every department of public labour,
and a leader in every work of charity,
whether to relieve the temporal or the spiritual wants of his
fellow-men,
his name will ever be specially identified
with those exertions
which, by the blessing of God, removed from England
the guilt of the African slave trade,
and prepared the way for the abolition of slavery
20. Lean, God’s Politician, 69.
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in every colony of the empire:
in the prosecution of these objects
he relied, not in vain, on God;
but in the progress he was called to endure
great obloquy and great opposition:
he outlived, however, all enmity;
and, in the evening of his days,
withdrew from public life and public observation
to the bosom of his family.
Yet he died not unnoticed or forgotten by his country:
the Peers and Commons of England,
with the Lord Chancellor and the Speaker at their head,
in solemn procession from their respective houses,
carried him to his fitting place
among the mighty dead around,
here to repose:
till, through the merits of Jesus Christ,
his only redeemer and saviour,
(whom, in his life and in his writings he had desired to glorify,)
he shall rise in the resurrection of the just.

LEADERSHIP LESSONS

William Wilberforce’s life and work offer a number of important lessons
about moral leadership:
• Major moral struggles are rarely quick and never easy. The great
conflicts may take decades and involve many fights, detours, and even
losses before success. Humanity has immense talent for rationalizing
wrongdoing and normalizing evil. Expect resistance, but never give
up when you believe you are right.
• Expect criticism and learn from it. Vicious personal criticism is inevitable. Good leaders endure it. Great leaders refuse to get bitter or
become vengeful and instead choose to listen and learn.
• Outwork your adversaries. Just because a moral wrong seems obviously evil to you does not mean the lightbulb will go on for others.
You need to out-study, outwork, and out-prepare your adversaries. You must learn to make the best case you can for your position
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but never assume that facts alone will sway opponents. Build pressure on decision makers and tug on the heartstrings—and moral
compass—of the public.
• Be firm on goals, flexible on tactics. Keep learning and change tactics
when needed, but stay immovable on core principles. As Wilberforce
put it, “In the case of every question of political expediency there
appears to me room for consideration of times and seasons. . . . But
in the present instance where the actual commission of guilt is in
question, a man who fears God is not at liberty.”21
• Build a team. Garth Lean writes, “Wilberforce proved that a man can
change his times, but he cannot do it alone. He needed . . . a living
God to change, remotivate, guide and strengthen him. He also needed
a band of likeminded men and women to plan and work with him,
and to help keep his aims and motives clear.”22 Part of that, however,
is to balance personal relationships with a moral cause. Wilberforce
had allies around him, but he also had close friends such as William
Pitt, whom he had to challenge, push, and pull even when abolition
made Pitt’s life more difficult.
• Stay spiritually grounded. Doing so can be as simple as resting and
taking breaks to recover for the next round of a great struggle. But
it also has to do with remaining rooted in a transcendent cause, and
in God, while engaging in worldly politics with integrity. Sometimes
that means being willing to sacrifice political gain in order to do the
right thing.
How, then, do we answer our opening question? What caused this man
of privilege to take on the cause of those with no power? It might have been
the abolitionists and other advocates around him. It might have been his
willingness to listen to people such as Olaudah Equiano instead of taking
the easy path, so common to those of us with privilege, of closing our ears
and eyes to suffering in which we might be complicit. Perhaps this convicted
Christian came to see Christ in the African woman slowly dying in the hold
of a slave ship in the Middle Passage. We do not know. It is a question for
you to ask yourself, and one we should ask about every leader in this book.
21. Lean, God’s Politician, 65.
22. Lean, God’s Politician, 186.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Did Wilberforce’s encounter with John Newton and other Methodists affect his early thought? How did his secular education and group
of friends influence him before the “great change” occurred?
2. What factors/talents accounted for Wilberforce’s rapid ascent in
Parliament?
3. Describe Wilberforce’s “great change” and the reactions of his friends
William Pitt and John Newton.
4. Was Wilberforce highly regarded by everyone in England? Describe
the criticisms and difficulties he faced.
5. Did Wilberforce and friends fight for total abolition early on? What
was their original strategy?
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